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Abstract

Human beings are functioning in environments that are
shared by multiple individuals. In more public environments,
such as shopping malls and book stores. While these environments are designed to support and, in fact encourage,
synchronous social interactions, asynchronous social interactions in physical environments are left to secondary means
(such as post-it notes), which fall short when the interaction
is serendipitous. In [1], we provided a first look at AURA, an
RFID-based informational environment to support searches
and interactions in the physical world. The goal of AURA is
to let the individuals to use the environment in which they
function as a (short-term) memory of their activities and of
the objects with which they interact. AURA achieves this
by making use of RFID technology, involving small, cheap,
and passive (no battery) radio tags which are attached to
objects in the environment. In particular, AURA re-imagines
the collection of RFID tags as a de-centralized, distributed
storage cloud which can store information about the objects
and activities within the environment.
RFID technology, involving small, cheap, and passive
(no battery) radio tags, is rapidly gaining popularity and
replacing other types of electomagnetic tags. Since RFID is
gaining importance in supply chain management, with large
corporations pushing for the use of RFID technology, new
protocols (e.g. EPC GEN 2[2]) have been developed which
allow for faster read/write rates and access control. One of
the prominent features of EPC GEN 2 is that it lets the
so called interrogator devices to write user supplied data
on RFID tags. While such storage-enabled RFID tags are
becoming increasingly cheaper and being incorporated into
everyday objects, the following limitations of these devices
make their use as a distributed storage space challenging and
interesting for further investigation:

The tasks in the physical environments are mainly information centric processes, such as search and exploration
of physical objects. We have developed an informational
environment, AURA that supports object searches in the
physical world1 . The goal of AURA is to enable individuals
to use the environment in which they function as a living
(short-term) memory of their activities and of the objects
with which they interact in this environment. To support
physical searches, the environment that the user is occupying
must be transparently embedded with relevant information
and made accessible by in-situ search mechanisms. We
achieve this through innovative algorithms that re-imagine
a collection of environmentally distributed RFID tags to act
as a distributed storage cloud that encodes the required
information for attribute-based object search. Since RFID
tags lack radio transmitters and, thus, cannot communicate
among each other, auraProp and auraSearch leverage the
movements of the humans in the environment to propagate
information: as they move in the environment, users not
only leave traces (or auras) of their own activities, but
also help further disseminate auras of prior activities in the
same space. This scheme creates an information-gradient
in the physical environment which AURA then leverages
to direct the user toward the object of interest. auraSearch
significantly reduces the number of steps that the user has
to walk while searching for a given object.

1. Introduction
Consider the situation of Ben, who is, at home, trying
to find a book that his wife had mentioned last week. The
book does not appear to be in the bookshelf, so his wife must
have taken it to read. At this point, Ben has three choices: to
look for all the places his wife may potentially have taken
the book to read, call her at the office where she works, or
pick another book to read. If only the environment could
have highlighted for him where his wife took the book, then
he would not need to worry about calling her to ask about
the book or having to choose another book to read.

•
•

•

In this paper, we describe the algorithms underlying AURA
to tackle the above challenges: a novel auraProp algorithm disseminates information in the environment and a
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The storage space available on each RFID tag is exceedingly small (only 100s of bytes).
The lack of transmitters on the RFID tags makes it
impossible for these devices to exchange information,
without the help of an interrogator device that the users
carry with them.
Thus, the user herself has to be part of the dissemination
and search processes.
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local signatures would soon make the combined signature
unusable because most bits will eventually be set to 1. To
address this, AURA uses a novel erasure scheme, which
turns a number of 1’s in the combined signature to ’0’. The
erasure rate, , determines the probability with which a ’1’
in a given signature will be turned to a ’0’. A side effect
of the random bit-erasure process is that after the erasure
some data on the tag will become unintelligible. However,
since each signature is written redundantly and since the
bit-erasure process is randomized, there will be other tags in
the environment which will still have that particular data. We
define query match rate as the number of tags which answer
a given query to the total number of tags in a given region.
Note that, as the distance of propagation increases (i.e., as
user moves away from the original object), the probability
that the 1’s corresponding to this object signature are flipped
to 0 increases. Thus, the number of tags that can answer to
queries about this object decreases until it reaches a region
where none of the tags can identify the object.
More importantly, however, with the erasure scheme ensures that the number of tags which identify a particular
object decreases as the user walks away from the object. This
creates an information gradient in space: AURA leverages
the differences in the query match rate to guess the direction
of information propagation and directs the user toward
the source of information, essentially walking against the
“erasure”. We refer to this as the information gradient based
search. In other words, auraSearch is exploiting the erasure
process (which is also needed for preventing information
overload) for creating reverse pointers in space that can be
followed by the user.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following
manner: Section 3 gives the background details of RFID. In
Section 4, we give a detailed explanation of the encoding,
dissemination and the search schemes. Section 5 gives a
detailed explanation of the experimental setup and discusses
the results. In Section 6, we present the related work. In
Section 7, we present our conclusions.

(a) Aura memory propagation: Interrogator-based information dissemination of auras along the user’s path

(b) Aura memory cross-propagation: Potentially, aura’s
in the environment are further disseminated when other
users’ paths cross the original path
Figure 1. AURA dissemination
complementary auraSearch algorithm implements spatial
searches for physical objects in the environment. In particular, auraSearch disseminates information along the most
popular routes in the environment to ensure that most search
queries can be answered with a low walk overhead.

2. Overview of AURA
In most environments people use existing pathways.
AURA takes advantage of the walk patterns of the users
to transparently disseminate the information into the entire
environment. Specifically, AURA piggy-backs the information dissemination task onto the interrogator devices that the
users carry with themselves and leverages people’s mobility
in the environment to transparently spread information into
the environment: as the user moves from one region to
the other, the interrogator device that she carries, picks up
information about objects in the current vicinity and spreads
this information along the path the user follows (Figure 1).
auraProp relies on a signature based encoding scheme
to reduce the footprint of the attribute-value pairs on the
extremely limited storage space available on the RFID
tags [3]: each attribute-value pair is hashed to a a unique bit
string (i.e., a signature); if a tag is to store more than one
attribute-value pair, all these hashed bit-strings are logically
ORed to obtain a combined signature. The lookup is then
performed by creating a search signature for the attributevalue pairs given by the user and then matching the bits in
the search signature against the bits in the data signature
encoded in the given tag. If any of the search bits is not
found in a given tag, then that tag can be eliminated from
further consideration.
A naive superimposition of propagated signatures with the

3. RFID Technology Overview
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology uses
radio enabled tags attached to the objects (each with a
unique serial number) to identify the objects. This unique
serial number is called the Electronic Product Code(EPC).
Reader/writer devices are used to interact with one or more
tags within their range. Most RFID tags do not have a on
chip battery and use the Radio Frequency signals from the
interrogator device to power them up and reply by The
EPC GEN 2 protocol provides a user memory bank for
storing user specific data. It also allows the user to define the
organization of this memory bank. This flexibility allows us
to develop algorithms that encode the data on this memory
location in an efficient manner. The interrogator manages
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Table 1. AURA system parameters

the tag population using three basic operations:
• Select: The device selects the tag population on which
further operations will take place, based on a user
specified criterion. At this phase, those tags that match
the criterion are all activated (since RFID tags are
not self-powered, being activated simply means that a
specific bit on these tags is set to “1”). Tags can be
selected by applying masks on the memory banks.
• Inventory: This operation identifies all the tags that have
been activated in the select phase. At the end of this
phase, the device knows about all the matching tags.
• Access: Once the tags have been identified, the device
is ready to issue data management commands, READ
and WRITE, to exchange data with the tags.
In AURA, as the user moves in the environment, the device
goes through these three phases repeatedly to discover
and interact with the new tags in the vicinity. The select
operation is very fast since it involves a single broadcast
command. On the other hand, the inventory and access
operations are implementation dependent and are relatively
slower: inventory is on the order of 100s to 1000s of tags
per second [4], whereas access operations are on the order
of 1000s of bytes per reads and writes [5]. The interaction
range is different for reads and writes. Generally the read
range is larger than the write range. These values depend
on the interrogator device being used and the surrounding
environment. Another factor which depends on the interrogator device is the directionality of the device. If the device is
directional, it means that the tags should be facing(or within
the specified directions) the interrogator and also are within
its range to be detected. If the device is not directional, it
means that the interrogator will detect tags in all directions.

Symbol
N
r
L
m


Definition
Number of tags in a region
Redundancy in storing local information
Length of signature stored at each tag
Number of bits set to 1 in each object signature
Probability of turning
a bit from 1 to 0(Erasure Rate)

at any given point in time. Redundancy(r) is the number of
tags used for encoding a local object signature. L is the bit
length of the signature which is used to represent the objects
and m is the number bits that are set to 1 in each signature.
Erasure rate() is the probability with which a bit originally
set to 1 is turned to 0 to create an information gradient.

4.1. Signature-based Data Management
A data signature is a bit vector of length L generated
by first hashing the attribute values and/or contents of the
document into bit strings and then superimposing (bitwise
OR’ing) them together [3]. For searching, a search signature
is generated using the same hash function for the search
criteria (e.g., keywords) specified by the user. By matching
the search signature against all the existing data signatures
by performing a bitwise comparison, one can quickly eliminate the records that do match the search criteria. If any
of the search bits is not found in the signature, then that
data signature can be eliminated from further consideration.
When using signatures for search, there can also be cases
where all the bits match but the document itself does
not match the search criteria. This case referred to as a
false positive occurs due to the superimposing of various
hash codes generated for particular attribute values. Let us
assume that a sentence with n terms has been combined to
form a signature of length L-bits, where exactly m-bits are
randomly set (m ≤ L), for each word in the sentence. It is
nm
known that the rate of false positives is (1−e− L )m . Thus,
in general, it is possible to pick m such that the number of
false positives will be small.

4. AURA
AURA seamlessly embeds information about the environment on the RFID tags, so that this information can be used
to answer queries. The two main components of AURA
are (a) auraProp, which uses a erasure based scheme to
propagate information and (b)auraSearch, which uses the
local information to direct the user to the object of interest.
AURA’s primary goal while disseminating information
is to spread the information as far as possible. Since
the communication in a RFID environment is interrogator
driven, we need to develop a scheme in which information
is transparently propagated while the user (carrying the
interrogator) walks through the environment. The direction
in which the user walks is the only direction in which
information can be propagated. Once the user has moved
from one region to the next, tags previously seen will now
no longer be accessible. Thus previously seen information
can be written on the newly seen tags, but not vice versa.
Table 1 shows the various system parameters. N is the
number of tags that the interrogator can communicate with

4.2. AURA Signatures
In AURA, each object has a set of descriptive attributevalue pairs. For example, the book that Ben was looking in
the Introduction may have the following set of attributevalue pairs: {type = book  , keyword = economy  ,
usertag = f avorite }.Each attribute-value pair is hashed
to a a unique bit string (i.e., a signature or the aura). If a
tag is to store more than one attribute-value pair, all these
hashed bit-strings are logically ORed to obtain a combined
aura signature.

4.3. AuraProp: Information Dissemination
AuraProp piggy-backs information dissemination onto the
interrogator devices to leverage people’s mobility in the
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environment to transparently spread information: as the
user moves among regions, the interrogator device that she
carries, picks up information about objects in the current
vicinity and spreads this information along user’s path.

The above propagation models can propagate auras to only
places where people who met the original objects later visit.
(Figure 1(a)). The following model takes advantage of users’
crossing paths to help disseminate information:
• OR with Cross-propagation As the user walks, the
interrogator collects both local aura signatures and the
aura memories stored on the tags. The aura memories
an interrogator picks up from the environment may
belong to objects that the interrogator never met.
The last model helps propagate information faster. This
is the default propagation model in AURA. A naive ORbased superimposition of propagated aura memories would
soon make the aura memories stored on the tags unusable
because most bits will eventually be set to 1. Since naive superimposition will eventually lead to information overload,
we introduce a novel erasure scheme, which turns a select
number of 1’s in the collected aura-memories to ’0’.

4.3.1. Aura Storage. Each RFID tag is split into two
memory banks: local aura bank and the aura memory bank.
The local aura bank contains only auras of the attribute-value
pairs specific to that tag (or the object on which the tag is
attached). The aura memory bank, however, may contain
propagated auras of objects that are physically elsewhere.
As the user moves in the environment, the interrogator
device reads the data signatures in the environment and
creates a set of combined local object signatures. Each
combined local object signature is created by selecting a
subset of the objects randomly and merging their signatures.
The membership of each set is determined by using a
consistent hashing function [6]. The fraction of the total
number of objects which participate in the creation of a
local object signature is referred to as the redundancy factor
(r). These local object signatures are written back to the
available tags in the environment.

4.3.3. Controlled Erasure of Aura Memories. In order to
prevent information overload (and to create an information
gradient as described in Section 4.4.1) the interrogator
devices randomly erase portions of the aura memories they
carry with themselves. To achieve this, the interrogator turns
a number of 1’s in the combined aura memory it carries
to ’0’. The erasure rate, , determines the probability with
which a ’1’ in a given signature will be turned to a ’0’.
Note that, if performed naively, the erasure scheme will
degrade with high number of walks along a given path. If
different walks along the same path carry different erasurevariants of the same signature, then superimposition of
these variants will eventually overload the signature. Hence
auraProp ensures that the same bits are turned from 1 to
0 for different walks by using the tag Id on each tag as
the seed for the consistent hash function [6]. This ensures
that the same bits are turned from 1 to 0 in the local aura
memory of a tag for all the walks across a given region.
A side effect of the random bit-erasure process is that after
the erasure some data on the tag will become unintelligible.
However, since each signature is written redundantly and
since the bit-erasure process is randomized, there will be
other tags in the environment which will still have that
particular data. We define query match rate as the number
of tags which answer a given query to the total number
of tags in a given region. Note that, as the distance of
propagation increases (i.e., as user moves away from the
original object), the probability that the 1’s corresponding
to this object signature are flipped to 0 increases. Thus, the
number of tags that can answer to queries about this object
decreases until it reaches a region where none of the tags can
identify the object. As discussed in the next section, AURA
leverages the correlation between distance and query match
rate to implement auraSearch.
The outline of the information dissemination algorithms
is provided in Algorithm 4.1.

4.3.2. Propagation Models. As the user continues her
movement, the interrogator repeatedly reads local auras
written in the environment and combines them with previously seen aura signatures into a so-called aura memory
signatures. These aura memories are stored in the interrogator and are carried to the next region along the walk. The
aura memories are also distributed onto the RFID tags in the
new region (Figure 1). Based on what information is carried
between regions and how the information is subsequently
written, AURA can use different propagation models:
• Overwrite - No Cross-propagation: In the simplest
model, the interrogator only collects local aura signatures from the tags and ignores the aura memories
stored on them. At each step2 , the interrogator completely overwrites the aura memories on the tags it
meets with previously collected aura-memories.
• OR only at junctions - No Cross-propagation: This
is a special case of the previous model. At pathway
crossings and junctions, instead of overwriting the auramemories on the tags, the interrogator ORs its auramemories with the aura-memories on these tags.
• OR - No Cross-propagation As the user walks, the
interrogator collects the local aura signatures and superimposes these collected signatures with the existing
signatures while writing them into a region. When
the environment is covered with sufficient walks along
all the directions, the information about an object is
disseminated in the entire space as users seeing this
object walk to different parts of the environment.
2. A step is a user’s movement from one region in the space to the next
one. The interrogator reads and writes once per step.
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Algorithm 4.1 Information Dissemination

Algorithm 4.2 DFS Search

procedure disseminateInf ormation()
1: P CS[1...N ] ← null {Initializing the combined signatures to null }
2: for currentStep = 1 to pathLength do
3:
LOS[1...N] ← collectLocalInformation(currentStep)
4:
PCS’[1...N]← EraseBits(PCS[1...N], errorRate)
5:
for i = 1 to N do
6:
PCS[i] ← P CS[i] OR P CS  [i]
7:
Write PCS[i] to tag i
8:
end for
9: end for
procedure collectLocalInf ormation(currentStep)
1: totalTags ← number of tags in the current radio range
2: for tag no = 1 to totalT ags do
3:
if current tag contains previously written information then
4:
LS[tag no] ← previously written information on the tag
5:
else
6:
LS[tag no] ← generateNeighborhoodSignature(tag no)
7:
end if
8: end for
9: return LS[1...N]
procedure
generateN eighborhoodSignature(index no)

input: Attributes of the object of interest.
output: Directions which the user follows to reach the target.
procedure DF SSearch()
Require: Information gradient formed by the Information dissemination process
1: QS ← generate query signature for given attribute(s)
2: W alkDirection ← getN extBestRegiontoW alk()
3: Direct the user to walk in Walk Direction
4: Initiate stack to empty
5: while walkdirection = Cantproceed && ¬pathW alkedT ooLong do
6:
if desired object is in the current region then
7:
return searchSuccessful {User reached the object}
8:
else
9:
Walk Direction ← getNextBestRegiontoWalk(stack)
10:
Direct the user to walk in the Walk Direction
11:
end if
12: end while
13: return searchUnsuccessful
procedure getN extBestRegiontoW alk(stack)
1: PreferredRegion ← getRankedNeighboringRegions()
2: if PreferredRegion = null then
3:
Stack.push (all elements of PreferredRegion)
4: end if
5: nextRegion ← Stack.pop
6: return nextRegion
procedure getRankedN eighboringRegions()
1: Neighbors ← directions where tags match the query.
2: Sort Neighbors DESC on match rate
3: return Neighbours

1: Sindex no ← H(index no,redundancy)
2: LOS ← Sindex no [1] OR Sindex no [2] OR ... Sindex
3: return LOS

no [m]

procedure H(index no, redundancy)
1: Sindex no ← Object Signatures of a subset of tags, using a consistent hashing
function.
2: return Sindex no

memory(also specified as a parameter) of all the tags in the
current range of the interrogator. When the bit-mask used
is the query signature, all those objects which match this
query are selected. The Inventory phase can be used to get
a count of all the objects that were selected in the Select
phase. As explained in Section 3, since there is no data
exchange involved, the time required to collect the required
information is minimal.
Ideally the next best region should have a higher match
ratio than the current region, but this might not always
be true. This arises when the current region has a higher
match rate than ideal because of the false positives. In the
rest of this section, we describe three information-gradient
based search schemes (depth first, restricted depth first, and
confidence-based)for guiding the user toward the object of
interest. The underlying common policy employed by all
these algorithms is to select the next region in the direction
where the ratio of tags that answer a query to the total
number of tags is maximum. Different schemes recover
from errors differently to achieve high success rates, while
keeping the walk length back to the source close to optimal.

4.4. AuraSearch
The user will use the interrogator device to specify the
attribute-value pairs of the object which she is interested
in searching. auraSearch uses the same hashing mechanism
as used in auraProp to generate a query signature. At any
given location, the interrogator can read only the tags in the
vicinity. Thus, the information that is available to direct the
user to the object of interest is limited. AuraSearch leverages
the information gradient created by the erasure scheme to
aid in the search process.
4.4.1. Erasure based Information Gradient. During the
dissemination process, AURA uses lower power levels of
the interrogators directional antennas to identify the tags
for writing. During search, on the other hand, AURA uses
antennas at higher power levels to read from the current
region as well as from adjoining regions in a particular
direction. This asymmetric design enables AURA to leverage
the differences in the query match rate to guess the direction
of information propagation and to direct the user toward
the source of information, essentially walking against the
“erasure”. In other words, AURA leverages the erasure
process (which was also needed for preventing information
overload) for creating reverse pointers in space that can be
followed by the user.
Since, for information gradient based search, we only need
the count of the number of objects which match the query
signature, we can do this by making use of the Select and
Inventory phases of GEN2. The Select command takes a
bit-mask as a parameter and applies this mask on the user

4.4.2. Depth First Search. In this strategy, the user picks
the best direction (with highest information gradient) to
follow in a greedy fashion. At each step, the user also stores
the other possible options available in a stack with the worst
possible direction (with lowest information gradient) in the
bottom. When the user reaches a point where none of his
neighbors (except for the one from where he previously
came) can answer the query, the searcher pops the next
best closest region from the stack and the interrogator will
guide the user back to this new location. As shown in
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MaatchRate

leads to the creation of at least m − 1 dormant bits set to 1.
These dormant bits do not aid in this object’s identification,
while they still remain in the environment. While not being
immediately useful, these dormant bits may become active
(i.e., useful for search) when superimpositions with other
auras set the erased bit back to 1. The upper curve in Figure 2
shows that dormant bits (also referred to ambient aura noise)
reduces the erasure rate and help carry information further.
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4.5.1. Propagation Distance without Ambient Noise.
To study the effect of ambient aura noise on information
propagation, we first model the information propagation
along a path ignoring the noise present in the environment.
The bit at location β of aura memory signature is turned
from 1 to 0 only by erasure. Therefore the probability that
β which is set to ’1’ remains a ’1’ after d steps is given
by (1 − )d . The propagated signature matches the query
signature is when all the m bits in the query signature are
also set in the data signature. Hence the probability that a
tag at distance d matches a query signature with m bits set
to ’1’ is given by ((1 − )d )m .
As we discussed in Section 4.3.1, auraProp introduces
replication before propagating signatures by superimposing
N × r auras into a single aura memory signature. Thus,
information about a signature from a region is lost only when
neither of the N × r signatures match the query signature
any longer. Thus, the probability with which a signature is
propagated d steps away can be calculated as3

Figure 2. The degree of matches (the number of tags
that have signatures matching the query) at different
distances; ambient aura noise in the environment reduces erasure rate
Algorithm 4.2, this “depth-first” like search ends when the
user has reached the region where the object is located (i.e.,
search terminated successfully) or when the user failed to
locate the object (i.e., search terminated with failure).
4.4.3. Restricted Confidence-based Search. In the previous scheme, by following the gradient strictly, the user may
end up following long paths. To overcome this, we introduce
a confidence score which helps us to reduce the walk
length: While searching for an object the user increments
the confidence score each time she moves from a region
with lower match rate to a region with higher match rate.
The scheme decrements the confidence score every time the
user is forced to walk to a region which has a lower match
rate than the current one. This scheme may result in a lower
success rate than depth first search, but (as the experiments
in Section 5 show) the user walks tend to be shorter.

P(,d) = 1 − (1 − (1 − )d×m )N ×r .
4.5.2. Propagation Distance with Ambient Noise. Let T
be the total objects in the information space and each object
be described by an aura which has m out L bits set to ’1’.
The probability that some bit position β is set in exactly A
auras is given by
 
T
1 − m T −A
m
)
p(A) =
× ( )A × (
A
L
L

4.4.4. Confidence Based Search. In this scheme, only the
confidence score is used as the stopping condition to stop
looking for an object in a particular direction. The user can
walk through regions even when none of the tags in the
region match the query. This scheme is useful in cases where
the searcher is starting from a region far away from the
object of interest. In such a scenario, especially when an
overwrite-based propagation scheme (Section 4.3.2) is used,
there could be regions along the correct path where none of
the tags match the query signature. A DFS based scheme
will always be unsuccessful in such cases, but a confidence
based scheme may help overcome gaps in gradient.

When the noise source4 is at distance d steps from the
current location of the searcher, the probability that the bit
is set to 1 because of noise is (1 − )d . As the number, S,
of noise sources in the environment increases, the average
distance Δavg between any region and the nearest noise
source decreases. Therefore the probability by which the bit
β in some aura signature is set to ’1’ because of S other
auras (acting as sources of noise) is given by

1
×
(p(S + 1) × (1 − )Δavg ).
Pnoise =
1 − p0

4.5. Ambient Aura Noise
The erasure scheme limits the distance up to which the
information about an object can be disseminated in the
environment. Figure 2 shows this information loss along a
single walk. As seen in this figure, as the user walks away
from the source object, the number of tags that answer for
that object query drops (the lower curve in the figure).
For any given object signature, with m bits set to 1,
erasure of one of these m bits in the combined signature,

3. The derivations of the various models presented in this paper are
omitted due to space constraints.
4. To simplify the model, when there is more than one noise source in
the environment, we consider the effect of only the nearest noise source as
it is the most predominant source of noise.
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Table 2. Parameter Settings for the Experiments

For a query signature with m bits set to 1, the false positive
match rate because of noise is given by (Pnoise )m . A bit
which was 1 is set to 0, only when it is erased by the
erasure scheme and not set back to 1 by the noise. Given
this, probability that information is propagated to a region
d steps away from an object is given by
P(Pnoise ,,d) = 1 − (1 − (1 − (

Parameter Name
Length of the Signature(L) in bits
Number of bits set to 1 in each Signature(m)
Number of objects in a WRITE region
Erasure Rate()
Replication Factor(r)

(1 − (1 − )d ) ×

Range of Values
1000,2000
2,4
10, 20
0.05,0.1,0.2
100%

probability of a bit in the aura-memory stored at the junction
ja is set to 0, as a function of the probabilities, P(a,bi ),1 , for
the closest regions along each of the pathways, as

(1 − Pnoise )))m )N ×r
We evaluate this model in the experiments section; Section 5.

Pa = pa ×

4.6. Pathways vs, Junctions

u





P(a,bi ),1 + 1 − P(a,bi ),1 × junction .
i=1

Most physical spaces consist of pathways and junctions.
In AURA, junctions carry additional significance: they are
the critical points at which the directional decisions are to
be made during search. This has an impact on how the
erasures are done: along the straight pathways, we need to
introduce just enough information gradient to distinguish
between front and backward directions; on the other hand
at junctions, we need to have sufficient erasure to prevent
overload, while providing good information gradient.
Given a query with m bits set to 1, the false positive
rate is given (1 − P )m , where P is the probability that a
bit is set to 0 in the tag. Let us assume that there are N
objects belonging to the information space in each region
along the pathway and let the redundancy factor be r. The
probability that a given bit is set to 0 in the combined aura
N ×r
, where N × r is the number
signature is p = (1 − m
L)
of aura signatures superimposed. At any given region along
the walk, a bit, β, in the aura memory signature stored in a
tag is 0 when β is 0 in the aura-signature being carried by
the interrogator and
• β was 0 in the previous aura-memory signature stored
on the tag, or
• β was 1 in the previous aura-memory but was turned
to a 0 by the erasure scheme.
Let us assume that the length of a pathway from one
junction, a, to the other, b, is k steps. We can estimate the
probability, P(a,b),δ , that a bit in an aura-memory signature
stored δ steps away from the source junction, a, (and k − δ
steps away from junction, b) is set to 0 as a function of the
erasure rate, path , along the path, as follows:



p(a,b),δ ×
P(a,b),δ+x + (1 − P(a,b),δ+x ) × path .

The above two equations link the probability that a bit is set
to 0 in any given region to the probability that a bit is set
to 0 in any neighbor. In general, erasures along a path is set
lower than the junction erasures as the need for information
gradient is much lower along straight paths. We evaluate this
in the experiments presented in the next section.

5. Experiments
The performance of AURA can be analyzed by considering two measures: the success rate and the walk overhead.
The success rate is defined as the ratio of the queries for
which the user is able to finds the object successfully using
auraSearch. Let optimal walk length be the number of steps
the user has to walk to reach the object of interest is she
knew its location. The walk overhead is defined as the
ratio of the difference between the number of steps that the
user walks using the auraSearch scheme and the optimal
walk length to the optimal walk length. The successful walk
overhead on the other hand is the walk overhead only for
those queries that succeeded.

5.1. Experimental Setup
Table 2 shows the various parameters used and also how
these parameters were varied. Based on a real world RFID
reader range, we set the read range of the interrogators at
least 3 meters and the write range 1 meter.
Layout Models. In order to simulate the physical world,
we used a number of floor plans in which users walk to
model a real world scenario. We varied the sizes of the floor
plans and randomly generated user paths for each of these
floor plans. We model a home environment as a 20m x 20m
region (10x10 cell grid). For this home setup, we create two
different path models (a) 2 horizontal and 2 vertical paths
(b) 4 horizontal and 4 vertical paths. Each path is 2 meters
wide corresponding to a single cell in the grid and runs
from one end of the home to the other end. The locations of
these paths in the home are chosen randomly. For the home
environment, we assume that all the tags in the environment
have auras. In addition, we also experimented with a malllike configuration: a 50 x 50 size grid, where each cell in

x∈{−1,+1}

Here, p(a,b),δ is the probability that a given bit is set to
0 in the aura-memory the interrogator carries with. Also,
P(a,b),0 = Pa and P(a,b),k+1 = Pb . These can be computed
as follows: Let junction be the erasure rate AURA employs
immediately before a pathway joins to a junction: Let us
consider a junction, a, with u pathways leading to other
junctions, b1 , b2 , . . . , bu , respectively. We can compute the
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Figure 4. Effect of  (m=4,L=2000,N=10, r=100%)
Table 3. Performance of different search
protocols(2x2, m=2,L=1000,N=10, r=100%)
(b)

Success rate
Walk overhead
Successful walk overhead

Figure 3. The performance of auraProp for the home
setup(m=4,L=1000, = 0.1, N=10, r=100%) (a) for different propagation schemes and (b) with noise

DFS
0.955
0.71
0.76

Rest-Conf
0.947
0.59
0.60

Conf
0.967
0.8
0.79

No Conf/No DFS
0.699
0.06
0.01

based on the noise model. This figure shows that the observed degree of propagation matches the amount expected
based on the noise model and that, indeed, the ambient
aura noise reduces the erasure rate (thus may necessitates
interrogators that have wider read ranges that can leverage
small information gradients) and carries information further.
Erasure and Search. Figure 4 shows the effect of the
erasure Rate  on the success rate as well as the walk
overhead (for the above setup). For  = 0 there is no
information gradient created and hence the user has to
perform an exhaustive search to find his object of interest.
Keeping a stack for DFS ensures that the success rate is
100%, but the walk overhead is very large. As the erasure
rate increases the information gradient is formed and hence
the successful walk overhead reduces. On the other hand, for
higher values of , since the information is forgotten very
quickly, the success rates drops5 .
Effect of Different Search Protocols. Table 3 shows the
walk overhead in this configuration is low and the success
rate is high for all protocols. The restricted confidence based
scheme has the least walk overhead since it stops searching
(along non-promising paths) earlier than a DFS scheme. This
results in slightly lower success rates than the DFS and the
confidence based scheme. While the restricted confidence
based scheme is a good solution in this setup where success
rate is already high, DFS might be appropriate in situations
where users may get lost more easily. In this setup, the
purely confidence based scheme achieves a slightly higher

the grid is 2 x 2 meters. We used 5 vertical and 5 horizontal
path ways to cover the region. In each region we assume
10% of the tags participate with auras.
Walk Model. Users walk along randomly selected paths.
When arriving to a junction, the user continues to walk
straight with probability 0.6 or walks in the other available
directions with equal probability. The walk terminates when
the user reaches the boundary.
Query Model. We generate random queries for the objects.
Each of these queries is issued by the user starting at a
randomly selected point on the paths.

5.2. Results and Discussion
Dissemination Effectiveness. Figure 3(a) shows the effect
of the various information propagation models on the success rate. The ”OR with cross propagation” takes advantage
of the previously written information at the junctions and
hence disseminates the information faster. After 40 dissemination cycles in the region, the system can answer 95%
of the queries successfully. Since “ORing without crosspropagation” scheme only superimposes the previously seen
information with the current information, it takes more walks
for all the information to be disseminated in environment.
With sufficient propagation cycle, this dissemination scheme
eventually performs similar to the default scheme. The other
two schemes, which overwrite previously seen information,
achieve significantly lower success rates.
Dissemination and Ambient Aura Noise. Figure 3(b)
shows three curves: the observed propagation, propagation
predicted without a noise model, and propagation predicted

5. Note that, when  = 0.2, the walk overhead is negative (while the
succesful walk overhead is positive). This highlights that, due to the failures,
the user has walked less than the necessary walk length to find the object.
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Table 4. Varying path patterns(m=2,N=10, L=2000,
r=100%)
DFS
Config.
2x2
4x4
DFS
Config.
2x2
4x4
DFS
Config.
2x2
4x4

Table 6. Results for environments with similar
objects(2x2, m=2,L=1000,N=10, r=100%, =0.1)

Success Rate
 = 0.2
 = 0.3
0.793
0.509
0.984
0.937
Walk Overhead
 = 0.1
 = 0.2
 = 0.3
1.12
0.26
0.13
5.77
3.35
1.67
Successful Walk Overhead
 = 0.1
 = 0.2
 = 0.3
1.16
0.56
0.09
5.43
3.27
2.48
 = 0.1
0.983
0.986

Prob. bit is set
Success Rate
Walk Overhead
Prob. bit is set
Success Rate
Walk Overhead

Success
Rate

% Closest
Found

1
2
4

0.954
0.997
0.999

NA
80
70.7

Walk
Overhead from the
Closest Instance
NA
0.18
0.38

hence, the success and walk overheads. In this configuration,
the best performance is achieved with a low path erasure rate
(0.01) and a relatively high junction erasure rate (0.3). But,
higher junction erasures do not help.
Effect of Multiple Matching Data Sources. It is common
in any environment that multiple objects have the same
attributes. For example there can be multiple pens, glasses,
etc. in a home environment. In such cases, when the user
queries for an object based on an attribute, it is ideal that the
user is directed to that object which is closest to him from
his current location. Table 6 shows that auraSearch guides
the user to the closest object with high probability. Since
the match ratio along the direction of the closest object is
higher than for a farther object, the user will be guided in
the direction of the closest object by our search scheme.
Effect of Tag Mobility in the Environment. Since the
search scheme is based on the distribution of the tags, in
environments where tags may move, this may result in
undesirable changes in the information gradient. To study
the effects of tag mobility on search, we disseminated
information in the environment. After this, we selected 10%,
20% and 40% of the objects in the environment to be
either completely moved out of the environment (as in items
purchased in a shop) or to be moved to some other region
in the same environment (e.g., re-decoration). These objects
are moved without the presence of the interrogator device,
so the environment is not aware of the changes. Figure 5
shows the success rate:
• When objects move out completely (up to 40% tags in
the experiments), the search is not affected for objects
which are currently present in the environment. This is
because, when a random set of objects from a region
move out completely, the ratio (i.e., density) of the tags
which answer a given query remains constant, thereby
not affecting the information gradient.
• When tags move within the environment, this fraction
does not remain constant as tags moving into the environment skew the information gradients. Thus, large
(≥ 10%) restructuring of the environment should be
done in the presence of interrogator devices.

Table 5. Effects of the path and junction erasure rates
(m=2,L=4000,N=10, r=100%; search stops after 200
steps)
DFS

# of Repeated
Attributes

P ath Junction
0.0 0.3
0.01 0.3
0.05 0.3
0.39
0.33
0.24
0.79
0.99
0.7
2.6
1.8
1.4
0.01 0.2
0.01 0.3
0.01 0.4
0.46
0.33
0.22
0.79
0.99
0.7
3.8
1.8
0.64

success rate, but this comes with an increase in the walk
overhead. Table 3 also shows an extreme protocol where the
user only walks along the path with non-decreasing match
rates and does not rely on DFS to recover from errors. As
can be seen here, the walk overhead rate drops to almost
0, but the success rate also drops to 70%. The DFS based
search scheme performs well in terms of both the success
rate and the walk overhead and hence we use this as our
search scheme for the rest of the experiments.
Effect of Path Density. Table 4 shows the effect of path
density on the success rate and walk overhead. For 2x2
paths, an erasure of  = 0.1 results in a high success rate
and a low walk overhead. For a denser environment, the
same erasure rate is not sufficient to form an information
gradient, and thus the walk overhead is very large. This is
because of the loss of erasure at the junctions, which results
in poor directions at where having good directions is most
important. Thus, for a higher erasure rate of  = 0.3, the
4x4 path setup also achieves a comparable result.
Effects of Path and Junction Erasure Rates. Table 5
shows the DFS search result for the mall environment. In
this table, path corresponds to the erasure rate introduced
along the pathways and junction corresponds to the erasure
rate used at the junctions. As can be seen here, the number
of 1s in the environment drop significantly as the epath is
increased. When epath = 0.0, searches fail because there
is no information gradient. For epath = 0.05, the DFS
success rate is low because information is not propagated
sufficiently. As can be also seen in the table, the junction
parameter has a drastic effect on the number of 1s and,

6. Related Work
There is limited prior work on the use of RFID tags as
distributed storage systems. Most existing works, such as Drishti [7] (which encodes information about nearby landmarks
on RFID tags to help navigate user who are blind), assume
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rogator technologies and is based on innovative algorithms
that re-imagines the collection of RFID tags to act as a
distributed storage cloud. These innovative algorithms tackle
significant challenges including the limited storage space on
the tags and the fact that RFID tags cannot communicate
with each other. In particular, we introduce the concept of
aura which encodes object-memory into the environment.
Using signature based techniques, auraProp distributes auras
along the paths commonly followed by the users. An erasure
scheme both prevents overload and creates an information
gradient that enables users to locate objects in the physical
space given attribute based searches.

SuccessRate
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Figure 5. The performance of auraSearch with tag
mobility(2x2, m=2,L=1000,N=10, r=100%, =0.1)
that the information is static. Others, such as Rfind [8], store
information about the environment in a central database. [9],
[10] use RFID tags to attached to objects to access relevant
information. Both of these schemes, however, assume that
a central server can provide the relevant information given
the unique identifiers stored on the RFID tags. Unlike these
solutions, AURA is neither read-only nor assumes that there
is a central database. Instead, it embeds the information into
the environment and disseminates it along the popular routes
(with the help of those very individuals using those routes).
Organizing nodes and data in a distributed system and
supporting efficient content based retrieval has recently
gained attention [11], [12], [13]. Yet, most solutions assume
that nodes can communicate with each other to establish
an ordering over the search key. In AURA, we cannot rely
on this assumption, because tags are passive and cannot
communicate with each other. Thus, simple schemes for
searching, such as random walks [14] or flooding based
searches, are not applicable. [15] uses attenuated Bloom
filters [15] along with an existing overlay for finding nearby
replicas[16]. At each level, i, of the Bloom filter of depth
d, one can store information about all nodes that are at
a distance i from the current node. Such a filter would
be associated with each neighbor link and would give the
probability of finding the object being searched through
that neighbor. For finding objects that are further apart,
[16] relies on a separate deterministic algorithm. The paper
shows that signature based approaches lead to more efficient
search solutions at a lower storage cost than index based
mechanisms. A shortcoming of these approaches, however,
is that, they can only be useful for searching information
up to a fixed distance, d. Our goal is to use auraSearch to
search for objects as far as possible (keeping a long trail of
any object) without restricting searches to a fixed number
of steps. We also make efficient use of storage space since
we store only a single signature for all the neighbors as
compared to d signatures stored for each neighbor in [15].
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we described an RFID based environment,
AURA, to support spatial searches for physical objects.
AURA works using established RFID protocols and inter81

